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Let CL,+ and wLz+ be the distributions of the first ascending ladder heights of random walks with 
step distributions CL, and pz, respectively. We obtain an estimate for the distance of pr+ and pz+ 
in terms of the characteristic functions of CL, and wcL2. 
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random walks * ladder heights * harmonic renewal measures 
With a probability measure p on the Bore1 subsets 93 of R we associate its right 
Wiener-Hopf factor CL+ as follows. Given an independent sequence Xi, X,, . . . of 
random variables with common distribution p and partial sums S, = 0, S, = C y=, Xi, 
p+ denotes the (possibly defective) distribution of the first positive sum Y+: 
Y+ = S,+ on {T+ < CCI}, where T+ = inf{n > 0: S, > O}(inf 0 = co). 
so, St,. * * is a random walk with start in 0 and step distribution CL, Y+ its first 
(strictly) ascending ladder height. 
Ladder variables are a key concept in the analysis of random walks and thereby 
of considerable importance in e.g. fluctuation and queueing theory (see [2, Chapter 
XII and XVIII]). There are only a very few examples where p+ can be given 
explicitly and many results such as on the existence of moments are asymptotic in 
nature (see [l], [4] and [S]). 
In the present note we deal with the question of how a change in p affects the 
corresponding CL+, with emphasis on a non-asymptotic outcome. 
Let * denote Fourier transformation so that $ (0) = j eiexp(dx) is the characteristic 
function of p. 
Theorem. For k = 1,2 let pk be absolutely continuous with j x2pk(dx) <cc and put 
mk = j Xpk(dX). Assume that either m, > 0 and m2 > 0 or m, = m2 = 0. 
Then CL,+ and p2+ are absolutely continuous with densities f,+ and f2+ satisfying 
(fi+(x) -fz+(x))' dx =s f 1% 
l-A(e) 2dB 
I-fi*(@) . 
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Proof. With any (possibly defective) distribution p we associate the corresponding 
harmonic renewal measure V,(P) by 
where * denotes convolution. Such measures have been studied in [3] and [5]. 
Harmonic renewal measures are useful in the present context because of the following 
consequence of the Spitzer-Baxter identities (see [3, 5.21): v(P+) is the restriction 
of V(P) to the positive halfline in the sense of 
++)(A) = v(p)(A n (0, co)) for all A E 93. 
Obviously V(P) is absolutely continuous iff p is, so pl+ and p2+ are absolutely 
continuous. 
Let V~ denote the harmonic renewal measure associated with the mean l/a 
exponential distribution if (Y > 0 and, if (Y = 0, the distribution with density x + 
f exp( - 1 x 1) (bilateral exponential). For k = 1,2, put 
%A@) = 
1 
-10g[(l-~~(f?))(l-l/i0)] if m,>O and ntz>O, 
-log[(l-fik(0))(l+O-‘)I if m,=m,=O. 
Then Y&) - z+ in the positive mean, v()(L~) - I+, in the zero mean case, is a finite 
measure with Fourier transform gk [5, 2.3 and 2.51. We may assume gl - g2 to be 
square integrable since otherwise there is nothing to prove. Note that gl -g2 is the 
Fourier transform of v(P~) - 4~~). 
Up to a factor (2~) 1’2 Fourier transformation is an isometry of the Hilbert space 
L* of square integrable complex functions (see e.g. [7,9]). Restriction obviously 
does not increase L2-norm, so 
For all (Y > 0 
(G+)- ~~)~(e) = -log[(l+~+(B))(1 -a/ie)l, 
so 
(~2+(e)-~l+(e))(l-(x/ie) 
= exp[-(4h+) - ~,)~(e)l -exp[-(4p2+) - dmi. 
Using 
]e’-eZ’IGmax[]eZ], ]e”]]]z-z’] for all z, Z’EC 
and 
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where mk+ = j xpk+(dx) is finite since & has finite second moment (see [l]) we see 
that 
(A+(0)-kG+(@l ll-~/ieI~(2+~ max(m,+, m2+))I(G+)- +Z+))A(@l 
which on letting (Y & 0 yields 
I~l+(~)-~,+(e)l~21(~(~I+)-~(~.Z+))A(e)l. 
Using the isometry argument again we obtain the assertion. q 
We obtain an estimate for the L2-distance of the distribution functions instead 
of the densities if we divide by CY and let (Y tend to infinity in the second last 
inequality of the proof. Since the means M,,, m2+ appear on the right hand side 
then this seems to be less interesting. 
Except the trivial one with p, = p2 we do not have any example which yields 
equality in the above estimate. However, as the following example shows, the 
constant 2~~’ cannot be replaced by a number smaller than (4~)~‘. 
Example. Let L and R denote the left and right hand side respectively of the 
inequality in the theorem; let 17 > 0 be given. Then for some E > 0 we have ) log( 1 + 
z) I s (1 + 7) I z 1 on I z (< E. Let pI and p2 be the exponential distributions with 
parameter 1 and 1+ E. Then 
Further 
lim E-‘L = $+y 
E’O 
Since 77 > 0 was arbitrary we see that for any C > 8 we can find an E > 0 such that 
R<CL. 
The basic idea in this note is to approach Wiener-Hopf factors via harmonic 
renewal measures. This approach has been used in [6] to obtain tail probability 
expansions in the lattice case. Moreover, as the reader will easily verify, the concept 
of bivariate harmonic renewal measures even leads to a very simple formulation of 
the Spitzer-Baxter identities. 
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